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Abstract-- Spam filtering poses a critical problem in
text categorization as the features of text is
continuously changing. Spam evolves continuously and
makes it difficult for the filter to classify the evolving
and evading new feature patterns. Most practical
applications are based on online user feedback, the
task calls for fast, incremental and robust learning
algorithms. This paper presents a system for
automatically detection and filtering of unsolicited
electronic messages. In this paper, we have developed
a content-based classifier, which uses two topic models
LSI and PLSA complemented with a text patternmatching based natural language approach. By
combining these powerful statistical and NLP
techniques we obtained a parallel content based Spam
filter, which performs the filtration in two stages. In
the first stage each model generates its individual
predictions, which are combined by a voting
mechanism as the second stage.
Index Terms – Dimension Reduction, LSA, N-Gram, PCA,
PLSA, Spam Filter, Topic Models, Vectorization
I. INTRODUCTION

S

PAM is briefly defined by the TREC 2005 Spam
Track as “unsolicited, unwanted email that was sent
indiscriminately, directly or indirectly, by the sender
having no current relationship with the recipient”. Recent,
reliable data indicates that more than 50% of email
received currently is Spam. The flow of unsolicited email
generates a considerable cost for businesses and for users.
Since Spam growth is exponential and prevention is both
extremely difficult and rare, the problem must be tackled
by developing scientific methods to analyze email traffic
in order to identify and reject Spam communications.
These methods may be classified into two categories;
origin based filtering and content based filtering. Filtering
based on origin focuses on the source of the email,
recorded by the domain name and the address of the
sender device. The goal and analysis of the content-based
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filters is to review the text contents of emails. Depending
on the analysis technique used, several kind of filters can
be differentiated [5]: rule based filters that extracts text
patterns on rules [2] and assigns a score to each rule based
on the occurrence frequency of the rule in Spam and nonSpam emails belonging to a historic corpus of emails;
Bayesian Filtering [1] that analysis every word of email
and assign Spam and non-Spam probabilities to each word
based on statistical measurements; Memory-based
filtering that uses email comparison as its basis for
analysis [3] and wastes lots of memory in order to achieve
an acceptable level of performance; other filtering
methods use support vectors [4] or neural networks [6].
Topic models are based upon the idea that documents
are mixtures of topics, where a topic is a probability
distribution over words. A topic model is a generative
model for documents: it specifies a simple probabilistic
procedure by which documents can be generated. To
make a new document, one chooses a distribution over
topics. Then, for each word in that document, one chooses
a topic at random according to this distribution, and draws
a word from that topic. Standard statistical techniques can
be used to invert this process, inferring the set of topics
that were responsible for generating a collection of
documents.
In this work we used two statistical techniques LSA
(Latent Semantic Analysis) and PLSA (Probabilistic
Latent Semantic Analysis) and a language model
approach, N-Gram for Spam classification. Basically
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) can establish keyword
relevancy. LSA identifies latent structure present among
the documents (here mails) using Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) and establishes Word-Word
binding [7]. LSI is the modification of the vector-retrieval
method that explicitly models the correlation of term
usage across documents using a reduced dimension.
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) is a novel
statistical technique for the analysis of two-mode and cooccurrence data, which has applications in information
retrieval and filtering, natural language processing,
machine learning from text, and in, related areas [9]. We
describe here an N-gram based approach to spam
classification that is tolerant of classification errors. The
system is based on calculating and comparing profiles of
N-gram frequencies. To compute similarity, we basically
count the number of n-grams in the query that match n-

grams in the target. We used PCA (Principal component
analysis) for dimension reduction of the vectors generated
by topic models. The final results of the LSA and PLSA
combined by a combiner (simple neural network). This
system is highly effective at classifying email and highly
efficient at managing the resources. Incremental machine
learning carries out the evolution of the system. The
system was developed to identify and filter emails based
on the LSA and PLSA statistical classification model with
frequent intervals.

to reduce the size of the feature space to an acceptable
level, typically several orders of magnitude smaller than
the original one.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM & ARCHITECTURE
The proposed system is in the parallel classifiers
architecture. Multiple classifiers are performed individual
classification of the input mails and the result is combined
in the final stage by a simple neural combiner.
Training Text

II. LSI, PLSA AND PCA
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) can establish keyword
relevancy. LSI identifies latent structure present among
the documents using Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) and establishes Word-Word binding. LSI is the
modification of the vector-retrieval method that explicitly
models the correlation of term usage across documents
using a reduced dimension. Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) [11], [7] is a statistical technique, which describes
the underlying structure of texts. It is widely used in
author recognition; search engines and computes
similarity between texts. LSA addresses the problem of
Synonymy.
Many information access tasks rely on comparison of
the terms in a document. Often, Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) is used to better match words that are synonyms and
better handle the multiple meaning of a term. LSA uses
singular value decomposition to map the high dimensional
word-document count matrix to a lower dimensional latent
“semantic” space wherein terms and documents that are
closely associated are placed near one another.
Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) is a
statistical latent class model that has been found to
provide better results than LSA for term matching in
retrieval applications. In PLSA, the conditional
probability between documents d and words w is modeled
through a latent variable z, which can be loosely thought
of as a class or topic. A PLSA model is parameterized by
P(w|z) and P(z|d), and the words may belong to more than
one class and a document may discuss more than one
“topic”. It's assumed that the distribution of words given a
class, P(w|z) is conditionally independent of the
document, i.e., P(w|z,d)=P(w|z) . Thus the joint
probability of a document d and a word w is represented
as:
P( w, d ) = P(d ) P( w | z ) P( z | d )
(1)

∑
z

The original feature space transformed with the Vector
Space Model may contain tens of thousands of different
features, and not all classifiers can handle such a high
dimension gracefully. Dimension reduction (also called
feature pruning or feature selection) is usually employed
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the system.

“Fig. 1” shows the proposed architecture. We built two
models for LSA and PLSA by using the existing spam
corpus. The N-Gram classifier learns the rules on the fly.
The detail procedure of the proposed Spam classification
is discussed in this section.
A. PLSA Classification
We build a global PLSA model incrementally from the
received mails (Spam and Non-Spam). Since the model
building procedure is resource crunchy, the model is built
every few hundred new emails. The choice of model
parameters like aspect count, iterations, weighting
function is chosen based on various experiments [10].
Using PCA, P(z|d) aspect model is reduced to P(z’|d),
which in turn is used to train [10] the BPN along the
tagging provided by an email user. PLSA projects the
input document text to a Z-dimensional subspace which is
further reduced by PCA to lower Z’ dimensional
subspace.

The BPN based neural network is trained on Z’
principal component inputs and one output which is Spam
or non-Spam. Alternatively, P(z|w) projection of the input
mail text on the global PLSA model may also be used to
train [10] the BPN network. In this case, P(z|w)
projection is reduced to P(z’|w) by PCA and fed to the
BPN input nodes. We used the training corpus used of
PLSA model building as the training corpus for neural
network as well. The steps involves; 1) Project the
training document (mail) on the PLSA model. 2) Use the
vector generated by PLSA model as input to the PCA for
dimensionality reduction. 3) Use this vector for the neural
network training. We repeated the above steps for a subset
of the training corpus of PLSA model covering all the
mails to be learned by neural net. By this process, the
BPN learns about the classification based on the vectors
generated by the PLSA model and PCA, which was found
to improve the classification to a greater extent. While
testing, 1) a test document (incoming mail) is fed to PLSA
for projection and vectorization. 2) The vector (of
aspects) is fed to the PCA. 3) The output of the PCA is
given to the BPN network. 3) The BPN network emits its
prediction with a confidence score. This score will be
given as an input to the final combiner.
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Fig. 2. PLSA classification procedure.

B. LSI Classification
This method is very similar to PLSA method. With
LSI, i) rank of the SVD is analogous to number of aspects
in PLSA, ii) left singular vector matrix (U) is analogous to
P(z|w) aspect model, iii) right singular vector matrix (V)
is analogous to P(z|d) aspect model, iv) singular values
vector is analogous to P(z) aspect vector. Like PLSA
model building, global LSI model is built from all the
available mails incrementally after few hundred new mail
messages. The model parameters like rank, weighting
functions are chosen based on various experiments
described in [8]. The LSI vector for each training
document is of ‘k’ dimension, where ‘k’ is the best rank of
LSA model. The dimensionality of this matrix of
projection vectors is reduced to ‘r’ dimensions using
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). This reduced
matrix is fed in to BPN based Neural Network, which has
‘r’ number of input nodes and one output node which
takes the value tagged by an email user as Spam or nonSpam. The training documents for LSI model building
and Neural Networks are same. Steps involved; 1)
Vectorize the training documents using LSI model. 2)
Reduce the dimensionality of the matrix of pseudo-vectors

of training documents using PCA. 3) Feed the reduced
matrix into Neural Network system for learning. By this
process, the BPN learns about the classification based on
the vectors generated by the LSI model, which would
improve the classification rate considerably. Testing phase
includes 1) test document is fed to LSA for vectorization.
2) Vector is reduced using PCA model. 3) Reduced vector
is fed into the BPN neural network. 4) The BPN network
emits its prediction with a confidence score. This score
will be given as an input to the final combiner.
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Fig. 3. LSI classification procedure.

C. N-Gram based Approach
An N-Gram is a string, typically a phrase of length N
words. N-Gram approach exploits the fact that Spam
mails possess repeating phrases or string patterns. The
previous two methods targeted on the context of the Spam
mails and used that as a feature to differentiate against
legitimate mails. N-Grams on the contrary, looks for
repeating patterns, which are pre-dominant in Spam mails
and legitimate mails. N-Grams are superior than words
based filters like Bayes in the sense, N-Grams with a min
N=2 show more confidence in judging patterns.
The proposed system constructs a tree whose leaves are
training documents (Spam or non-Spam) and the
intermediate nodes are N-Grams extracted from its
children. The weightage of a N-Grams is defined by its
number of children. When this tree is expanded, it yields
a list of N-Grams together with its weights and it’s
frequency. Using IWF weighting [8], it becomes easy to
get rid of noisy N-Grams as IWF applies a very small
weight to a very frequent occurrence. The advantage of
such a system is that, the entire training in unsupervised.
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Fig. 4. An Example N-Gram Tree.
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“Fig. 4” shows the arrangement of N-Grams for an
example case where T1 through T5 are the test
documents. And N1 through N4 is the N-grams found
with various combinations of the documents. Out of the
identified 4 N-Grams, N4 takes more weightage because it
is common across four documents, whereas N2 is a 1st
order N-Gram existing between only a pair of documents.
When the above tree is expanded, we get four N-Grams
with 3 different weights. When the tree is bigger, NGrams of a particular order say ‘P’ can exist amongst
multiple sets of ‘P+1’ documents, which yields the
frequency component for computation of weights.
The weight is derived based on the order of a N-Gram
(number of documents that share it) and the frequency of
the N-Gram (number of set of documents that share it).
We have not explicitly differentiated between a Spam text
and a legitimate text so far in the extraction of N-Grams.
For instance, if we consider an N-Gram with order ‘P’ and
frequency ‘F’, the weight ‘W’ is diminished based on the
ratio of Spam and legitimate mails in the set of size ‘P’.

W ←W *

S
S+L

(2)

Where P: Size of the document set sharing the N-Gram
S: Number of Spam in P documents
L: Number of Legitimate in P documents
When the number of Spam text is less in the set of
documents that constituted an N-Gram, the weight of that
N-gram is greatly diminished. In N-Gram language
models, each word depends probabilistically on the n-1
preceding words:
P(w1...wn)= P(wi|wi-n+1...wi-1)

(3)

Once the model (M-order N-Gram Tree) is built with
our training corpus, any test document can be searched for
our N-Gram collection. Using the weights of the
matching N-Grams, we may predict whether the test
document is indeed a Spam mail or a legitimate mail. It is
done by thresholding. The threshold value can also be
derived in an unsupervised fashion by passing our training
document one after the other to get matching N-Grams
along with their weights. The average weight computed
for the Spam collection in training set could be used as the
threshold.
The simplest algorithm to extract N-Grams from a pair
of documents is the windowing method where a window
of constant width say 10 words (from document 1) is
chosen and glided over 10 words of document 2. When
there is an exact match, the next 10 words starting from
the 11th word is taken in document 1 and the procedure is
repeated. When there are no matching in the first iteration,

the window size is reduced to 9 and the procedure is
repeated until a match is found in document 2. When all
the words in first window are elapsed, the window is
moved to the next word starting from 2nd word to 11th
word and same procedure is repeated. This is a brute
force method. A generic algorithm for the described
method is presented below.
Algorithm 1: N-Gram Detection
Let N1, N2 be the number of tokens in
documents D1 and D2
Let the initial window size be W
Initialize Set NG tp
For I in 0, N1-W
For P in W, 1 Step -1
NG1Tok(I)..Tok(I+P)
Set match = false
For J in 0, N2-P
NG2Tok(J)..Tok(J+P)
If (NG1==NG2)
I  I+P
NG  NG+NG1
match = true
break
Endif
EndFor
If (match == true)
Break
Endif
EndFor
EndFor
The training process in time CPU intensive and hence it
could be scheduled when the processor is idling. But the
testing process in indeed faster, which can be easily
integrated with the mail, fetching process of any mail
client. The primary advantage of this system is that it is
completely unsupervised other than marking a received
mail as Spam or not-Spam.
D. The Combiner
This combiner is a simple BPN network, which accepts
the scores from the LSI, PLSA models, and N-Gram
predictor on its input nodes and gives the final
classification result. Basically this combiner acts like a
binary classifier classifying the document into either of
two classes (Spam, Not Spam). One can use a simple
voting combiner, which just goes by which technique
yielded the maximum confidence score.
IV. CONCLUSION
The proposed system is intended to filter mail messages
only based on the preference of an individual. The
performance of the proposed system increases with more
received mails. The advantage of all 3 systems is that
they don’t need any initial learning. The features are

extracted automatically from the training and testing set.
Since, the models are rebuilt and N-Grams are updated
continuously, the proposed system could handle evolving
Spam more elegantly in an unsupervised fashion. The
only disadvantage is the CPU-intensive model building
process and N-Gram tree building process, which need to
be scheduled only when the CPU is idling. But the bigger
advantage of the system is the fast prediction process.
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